Reading List: Julie (1974)

**Easy:**

*Maybelle, The Cable Car* by Virginia Lee Burton (Easy BUR)

*Salt in His Shoes* by Deloris Jordan (Easy JOR)

*The Princesses Have a Ball* by Teresa Bateman (Easy BAT)

**Juvenile Fiction:**

*Shifty Business* by Greg Trine (BLUE J Fiction TRI)

*Earthquake in the Morning* by Mary Pope Osborne (BLUE J Fiction, Magic Tree House Series)

*Tall Story* by Candy Gourlay (J Fiction GOU)

*Brittany the Basketball Fairy* by Daisy Meadows (BLUE J Fiction MEA, Rainbow Magic Series)

*Slam Dunk* by Matt Christopher (J Fiction CHR)

*Changing Tunes* by Donna Jo Napoli (J Fiction NAP)

*Dear Mr. Henshaw* by Beverly Cleary (J Fiction CLE)

*Basketball (or something like It)* by Nora Raleigh Baskin (J Fiction BAS)

**Nonfiction:**

*This is San Francisco* by M. Sasek (J 917.946 SAS)

*Basketball Belles: How Two Teams and One Scrappy Player put Women’s Hoops on the Map* by Sue Macy (J 796.323 MAC (LIGHT BLUE))

*The Young Basketball Player* by Chris Mullin (J 796.323 MUL)

*The Vietnam War* by John Devaney (J 959.704 DEV)